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Poetry by CHRIS OAKEY 
 

Revolution  
 
Napoleon, some years on a tiny isle 
standing in his usual way, calling 
the distance in towards his mind:  
the concentration of his eagle eyes:  
  
  ‘Vanity’  
  he said 
  ‘made the  
  revolution’  
             
‘liberty was only the excuse’  
   
  but even  
 
now, standing on his ingot in the sea, swearing  
the sky blue as a cotton hat,  
he knows: all revolutions are lead by /  
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  ‘Let me tell you’,  
  he said, standing  
  on the blank cheque  
  of exile, ‘the surest way  
  to remain poor  
  is to be honest’.  
          
                   I laughed, 
  
and then when I saw him again in Paris  
I accused him of being sympathetic  
to the Monarchy, but he did not  
recognise my face 
  and had me killed.  
 
  [Let us begin 
  it over] (sign here) 
 
The angel mated with the ape;  
 
   (…) 
 
left In his memory   
pure high alp-scented skin (tilt) 
golden hair, dangling  
pale breasts,  
(Perspiration, 
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little, subtle fuzz),  
deep sweet veins,   
blue-blue eyes …   
  
  (?)  
 
Never tell, this strange desire,  
      this fire,  
this explosion  
           (gasp [out])  
and leave a kiss on his leather lips,  
       (no regrets)  
 
until suddenly, incalculably  
slow 
     a child.  
Memories of fire, the lust of touch 
 
      (this new explosion); 
 
Golden veins.  
 

And went down to the ships 
lacuna, la lagoon(a?) 
and it seemed at times we breached a higher 
wave and sailed a bit into the seething sky  
to skim through clouds and sky-whales  
turning slow and joyful revolutions  

 
“Revolution!”  
             (in the sea of sky)  
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I said (to my love), you and I (are) shall never be 
In quite that way again, in the heat of night, in 
the warm privacy of nobody’s business, (gasp…) 
my love, my life, breathe me and renew me 
with your breath. I said to my love (who was dying) 
you and I shall never see ourselves so joyful 
as the sky-whale or the dolphin-bird, and she  
just smiled our darkness into a ship of stars, 

Panting: 
 

stop, stop, sto—) 
 
Set feet onto new soil. Time is the piñata 
of the oppressed, and he said to me, we will  
bloody well be festive as all hell (or get out). 
  
   I said nothing,  
preferring instead to drink quietly at the wake 
of progress, in the lee of the ship. He flicked 
a bottle open on the edge of his seat.  

 
  He pointed to the cluster of  
masts along the dock, a line of trees stripped bare 
by winter (Poverty was the flavour of the season,  
dead mice, dead mice for dinner, boiled seaweed, smiles)   
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        You see all these? These are my 
friends, each of them. But I will kill them all like Michael 
Collins, like Trotsky in the night, and in 40 years,  
when I die, they will hang my friends by their  
ankles as my corpse slumbers in my lover’s arms.  

  And they’ll push  
  my statues  
   down. 
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Heaven 
 

Sails exploding through the bay 
like stars. Fishermen pulling bodies from  
black water—giving them names. 
From above: a galaxy;  
but from here: 
 

Hunger, orbits  
of returning light. Ghosts 
haunt the horizon. A curve  
flung to its height decays 
atomically, biologically,  
tracing a trajectory of pure math, 
launches itself again. 
  
             To move  

and to seem not to move, 
to be a human and to seem  
a process of selfish meat, 
to seem exploding stars  
to seem a stone.  
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 The truth is,  
 we are all ghosts.  
 
 All circling forever 
 through a fading 
                                           sky.  
 
Stars explode  
like a shoal of fish.  
When the universe ends 
we will stand on the last stone place 
and see the sails spiral down the sky 
and the green rise dead  
and the dead rise green  
at no speed whatsoever 
from white hulls of ships— 
 
—We call it love because 
    its indifference  
    mirrors our own.  
 
It enfolds us, tentacular,  
 pulling bodies 
 to black water, a galaxy 
 turns in the darkness, humanity 
 exploding through the heavens  
 like the math  
 of fish.  
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Counting down from zero 
 
To be the lover of this broken world. ( 
 
 Perfection 
 in the shape 
 of stones 
 
) grows from thin soil where twisted roots 
scramble with geologic slowness  
over lips of rock.  
 
 And you  
 and the ships 
 and me 
 
leaping together the long waves of stone, finding 
ourselves finally in the calm between peaks,  
our madnesses aligned, our broken components 
finally in sync. 
 
  It’s not enough to say that he died 
but add, also, that he stood on the lip on the ridge 
of the balcony on the edge on the darkness crying  
‘The distances, Christopher!’, ‘The un-namable stars!’  
                     — leaping. 
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 Not even music  
 left here,  
 now. 
 
Nothing but the mineral fact. Ageing gently into 
sublimity, flesh falling from the void that owns 
our actions. Between zero and one is 
all humanity. Void and love, and there— 
 
 perfection 
 in the shape 
 of stones— 
 
to guard against the genius 
of our future flight. 
 
Who cares / for our perfection / now.  
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Love Song 
 

Tuesday / wearing nothing  
but its underwear  
bottoms. 
 
 A pale small, and  
 curled brown  
 while later, we 

 
 ( pure  

as the driven snow )  
 
 got down to business  
 between graves—angling the  
 clichés of our bodies 

 into touch.  
 
There is an absence that we  
don’t speak about. But it is called  
the future / by other people.  
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